
Mithril Horror (Created by Allaûc) 

Medium-size Construct 
 

Hit Dice: 15d10 (75 hp) 

Initiative: -2 (-2 dex) 

Speed: 20 ft. (fly 20 ft. clumsy, see text) 

AC: 20 (-2 dex, +13 natural) 

Attacks: 2 Slams +7, Touch +2 

Damage: Slam 2d6+7, Touch 1d6 + Mithril Touch 

Face/Reach: 5 ft. by 5 ft./5 ft. 

Special Attacks: Graft Weapon, Mithril Gaze, Mithril Touch, Telekinesis 

Special Qualities: Alter Self, Construct, Damage Reduction, Fast healing, Hardness, Spell Immunity 

Saves: Fort +8, Ref +3, Will +4 

Abilities: Str 24, Dex 7, Con -, Int -, Wis 11, Cha 14 

Skills: Jump 13, Listen 6      

Climate/Terrain: Any land or underground 

Organization: Solitary 

Challenge Rating: 20 

Treasure: A LOT OF MITHRIL 

Alignment: Always neutral 

Advancement: 16-28 (Large), 29+ (Huge) 

 

A Mithril Horror is a golem-like construct created from a large source of mithril, it actually looks like a humanoid 

shaped in liquid mithril with shining green eyes. The Mithril Horrors possesses a great ability to harden their otherwise 

liquid shape into a large awesome fighter with red (instead of green) eyes, and when doing so it gets so much strength 

that they can throw a heavy catapult! However, they  

Shifting form is a full round action that provoke an attack of opportunity. The abilities is as noted here: 

STR 42, DEX 5, CON -, INT 7, WIS -, CHA 3  

AC: 33, rather that 21 (Natural Armor improves to +25 and reach is now 10 feet).  

The horror can telepathically speak with the master that has created it, and obey only him/her. The Mithril Horrors 

themselves does not speak. 

 

Combat 
A Mithril Horror attack using its telekinesis powers or its Mithril gaze first and then attack hitting with its powerful 

slam or any grafted or created weapon. It usually hardens itself before it attack. 

They can only apply their touch while in liquid form, but the slams are only useable in hardened form. 

Mithril Gaze (Su) The Mithril Horror is known for its gaze. The gaze attack has a range 30 feet 3/day (liquid form 

only) and anything the Mithril Horror looks at (only creatures or objects op to 2 sizes larger) turns to mithril. It requires 

a fortitude save (DC25) to negate this effect. 

Telekinesis (Su) At will as the spell of the same name, but it lift or throw up to 8 tons at a range of 350 feet. 

The Mithril Horror can use this ability once per turn as a free action to stop and/or hurl ranged weapons back at the one 

that threw or shot it using this ability. With this ability it can hurl a ranged attack up to 350 feet. A huge creature takes 

20d6 damage, a large takes 15d6, medium-size or small creature suffers 10d6 and a creature from tiny to fine takes 5d6. 

It can also choose to use it in melee to control the arms of anyone attacking it with its own base attack 

Graft Weapon (Ex) A horror can transmute any weapon into its hands and thereafter use it at an attack bonus of +7 and 

a damage of +7. If it harden itself during any period were it has a grafted weapon, its attack bonus raises to +16 and 

damage raises to + 16, it can also chose to create any non magical weapon. 

The effect duration is instantaneous. A horror can only graft or dismiss a grafted weapon in liquid shape. 

Mithril Touch (Su) The very touch of an Mithril Horror in its liquid shape, curses up to 2 feet cubic of any material or 

living creature up to medium size to turn to mithril. Living creatures is allowed a fort save (dc 18) to negate this ability. 

Alter Self (Su) At will a horror can alter itself (as the spell) except that can assume a form from small to a large. If the 

chosen creature has wings, the Horror has a fly speed of 20 (clumsy). 

When it shifts form it becomes hardened, but with bones, skin etc. It can only use this ability while in liquid form. 

The Mithril horror can use this ability once each turn as a standard action. 

Damage Reduction (Su) In liquid form, it has got damage reduction equal to HD/+3. 

Fast Healing (Ex) Every time a Mithril Horror is hit, the attack curses 1 inch of matter per 3 damage to fall to the 

ground (or become liquid first and then drop to ground (if in hardened form)). Once each turn, a Horror can touch any 

liquid or hard mithril, and make it liquid if it itself is in hard form. Then 1 inch of matter per HD of mithril dives into 

the Horror. This way it heals 1 hit point per inch of mithril, this can give the Horror temporary hit points if the number 

reaches 1 or more over its total hit point. If it gains the amount of temporary hit point that is actually the amount of total 

hp, it loose its temporary hp but gains a new permanent HD. 

Hardness (Ex) In hardened form, the Horror gains hardness 20. 

 



Spell Immunity (Su) One of the most awesome thing a Mithril Horror can, is its ability to consume magic. 

Beside it has immunity to all sort of magic (as well as psionic powers, if using psionics handbook), it also has a quality 

that can beat almost every spell caster. 

Once each round, when a spell is fired against it, the Horror can make an intelligence check (+0), against a DC of 15. If 

success, the Horror identify the spell, and as a free action, convert the attack to instead of dealing damage to heal, (for 

example, a fireball would heal instead of damaging.) and instead of draining an ability, it would strengthen a ability (for 

example, a bestow curse spell that would normally drain 6 point of strength, would instead give it 6 point of strength). 

The ability to convert spells doesn’t work against supernatural abilities, and only against damage, ability drain, and 

negative energy drain (which grants it HD). 

Construct Immune to mind-influencing effects, poison, disease, and similar effects. Not subject to critical hits, subdual 

damage, energy drain (except if it is a spell and it want to convert it), or death from massive damage. 

 

Construction 
Mortals have forgotten both the existents and the way of construction for three centuries ago. However, deities know! 


